South Korea’s Response to COVID-19

I. Executive Summary

SARS-CoV-2 and the disease it causes, coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), have created an unprecedented global public health emergency. In early April 2020, numerous sources around the world declared South Korea’s response strategy had successfully “flattened the curve” of COVID-19.1 As South Korea’s experience may be informative for future considerations, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) reviewed information, including reports in the press and information made publicly available by the South Korean government about their COVID-19 response strategy. This report describes the approach used by the South Korean government to address COVID-19, particularly regarding development, authorization, and use of diagnostic tests. FDA recognizes different approaches may work for different countries, and this report does not make recommendations for what approaches could or should be adopted in the United States (U.S.) for emerging infectious diseases.

South Korea’s approach is based on lessons they learned from a deadly outbreak of Middle Eastern Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) in 2015 and steps they took before the COVID-19 pandemic hit. First, the government invested in commercial development of diagnostic testing technology.2 Since 2017, the Ministry of Science and Information and Communications Technology (MSIT) has invested almost 27 billion South Korean won (approximately 25 million U.S. dollars) in infectious disease diagnosis technology.3 As a result of these investments, a subset of South Korean commercial manufacturers were well positioned to develop and manufacture tests quickly. Second, the government designed an emergency use authorization (EUA) pathway modeled on the system used in the U.S.4 Third, the South Korea legislature amended the Infectious Disease Prevention and Control Act (IDPCA) of Korea in 2015 to allow relevant authorities to collect personal data on confirmed and suspected cases of infection during an infectious disease emergency.5

When COVID-19 hit, South Korea prioritized the early detection of SARS-CoV-2 through diagnostic testing.6 The KDCA developed its own test and made it available in late January 2020 without an EUA. At the same time, KDCA met with commercial test developers, many of whom the government had invested in prior to the outbreak, to encourage them to develop and submit EUA requests for molecular diagnostic tests. KDCA issued a public notification soliciting such EUA requests and stating the
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4 In South Korea, the EUA process is overseen by the Korea Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (KDCA; counterpart to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)) and the Ministry of Food and Drug Safety (MFDS; counterpart to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)).
submission requirements. The government also informed private test developers that the government would absorb the financial risk of developing SARS-CoV-2 diagnostic tests by guaranteeing to purchase minimum quantities of tests, once authorized for use. These types of steps to de-risk and incentivize product development, although later taken for vaccine development, were not taken early on for test development by the U.S. government.

Consistent with South Korea’s practices for prior outbreaks, the KDCA established a testing capability in selected laboratories to conduct clinical studies to evaluate commercial manufacturer tests seeking an EUA. As a result, test developers did not have to find their own clinical specimens or viral material to validate their tests, which likely shortened the length of time needed to complete validation studies to support EUA applications and increased the government’s confidence in test accuracy. KDCA provided data from test developers and the government-sponsored evaluation to the MFDS, South Korea’s equivalent to the FDA, for review. MFDS issued its first EUA for a COVID-19 diagnostic test on February 4, 2020, followed by four additional EUAs by mid-March 2020, all for commercial tests.

The FDA also issued the first EUA for a SARS-CoV-2 molecular diagnostic test on February 4, 2020; this first EUA was issued to CDC. In South Korea, the KDCA’s test was introduced a few days earlier without an EUA. At that time, FDA accepted EUA requests from “all comers,” including laboratories, yet FDA did not receive any additional complete EUA requests until the end of February 2020. In order to increase access to testing, on February 29, 2020, FDA implemented a flexible policy for laboratories offering their own tests prior to EUA issuance but after notifying FDA. In contrast, South Korea’s response to the pandemic did not include tests from non-commercial developers. From February 29 through mid-March 2020, almost 50 laboratories began testing in the U.S. after notifying FDA, and one laboratory and four commercial manufacturers introduced tests under EUAs. FDA did not receive EUA requests from any of the manufacturers that had tests authorized by MFDS until several weeks later because they were serving the needs of the South Korean market.

South Korea developed a coordinated, nationwide testing program that relied upon a few dozen authorized tests manufactured in high volumes through public-private partnerships. To do this, South Korea initially accepted EUA requests from commercial manufacturers for only one month whereas the U.S. accepted EUA requests from laboratories and commercial manufacturers alike for months, accumulating a volume in excess of 2,000 EUA requests. At the end of November 2020, South Korea had
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authorized approximately two dozen diagnostic tests, whereas the U.S. had authorized over 200 in addition to receiving over 400 notifications from laboratories offering their diagnostic tests prior to EUA issuance. South Korea chose not to rely on, or accept EUA requests for, diagnostic tests developed by laboratories as part of their national strategy.

South Korea used testing results to support a larger contact tracing program built on information technology systems, which collect and analyze personal data such as credit card transactions and CCTV footage for up to 14 days, in addition to test results. Under the program, all suspected and probable cases of COVID-19 are subject to 14-day self-quarantine, and the violation rate has been less than 0.2 percent. This contact tracing program, along with mask wearing, social distancing, selective, temporary business closures, and an effective communications strategy, helped contain the spread of COVID-19 in South Korea.

II. Background

SARS-CoV-2 and the disease it causes, COVID-19, have created an unprecedented public health emergency. An outbreak of pneumonia of unknown etiology in Wuhan City, China, was initially reported to the World Health Organization (WHO) on December 31, 2019. From there, the virus initially spread to surrounding countries in Asia. The first cases of COVID-19 in the U.S. and South Korea were
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confirmed on January 20, 2020. In early April 2020, numerous sources around the world declared South Korea’s response strategy had successfully “flattened the curve” of COVID-19 (i.e., slowed down the spread of a virus to prevent a spike in people getting sick, which would have the potential to overwhelm healthcare systems and workers). According to the South Korean government, they achieved success in “fighting COVID-19 without resorting to massive lockdowns by pursuing a systematic response strategy that consists, in part, of robust laboratory diagnostic testing to confirm positive cases, rigorous contact tracing to prevent further spread, and treating those infected at the earliest possible stage.”

As South Korea’s experience may be informative for future considerations, the FDA reviewed information, including reports in the press and information made publicly available by the South Korean government about their COVID-19 response strategy. This report describes the approach used by the South Korean government to address COVID-19, particularly regarding development, authorization, and use of diagnostic tests. The FDA recognizes different approaches may work for different countries, and this report does not make recommendations for what approaches could or should be adopted in the U.S. for emerging infectious diseases.

III. South Korea’s Lessons Learned from Prior Public Health Emergencies

Much of South Korea’s success in responding to the current pandemic has been attributed to lessons learned from its response to an influenza outbreak in 2009 and a deadly outbreak of MERS in 2015. MERS hit South Korea harder than the U.S.; South Korea had almost 200 cases while the U.S. only reported two. Following this experience, South Korea implemented changes in five noteworthy areas: (1) elevating the roles and responsibilities of certain public health agencies; (2) investing in research and development (R&D) by domestic manufacturers; (3) designing rapid response processes for emerging infectious diseases; (4) creating a national stockpile to manage and distribute medical countermeasures; and (5) amending legislation to increase access to data and engender public trust.

First, the Korea Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (KCDC), which is the counterpart to the U.S. CDC, created two departments within KCDC to improve responses to infectious disease outbreaks. The

Center for Public Health Emergency Preparedness coordinates epidemic response efforts, such as information collection, epidemic investigation, preparation of emergency plans, collaboration with hospitals, and coordination with national and subnational agencies. The Center for Laboratory Control of Infectious Disease is a laboratory-based department which develops testing methods to diagnose pathogens of infectious disease and coordinates plans for laboratory diagnoses. In August 2020, the legislature amended the Government Organization Act to make KCDC a standalone agency, known as KDCA, as of September 12, 2020, in order to promote “greater authority and autonomy as the control tower for infectious disease control.”

Second, the South Korean central government began investing in domestic R&D of diagnostic reagents necessary for infectious disease testing. From 2017 to the present, MSIT invested 28.6 billion South Korean won (approximately 25 million U.S. dollars) in infectious disease diagnosis technology. The MSIT also formed the Research Council for Infectious Disease and Medical Devices, which is responsible for assisting technology companies by providing technology, equipment, and research networks when companies face challenges. The testing technologies developed by commercial manufacturers through government investments in R&D, including for artificial intelligence (AI), proved critical for the government’s rapid launch of an effective COVID-19 response strategy.

Third, the KCDC, the Korea Society for Laboratory Medicine (KSLM), and the Korean Association of External Quality Assessment Service (KEQAS) designed rapid response processes for emerging
These processes included an EUA program formally established through amendment of the Medical Device Act in 2016. The EUA program in South Korea, designed to model the system used in the United States, allows the temporary production, sale, and use of test kits during a pandemic when there is no authorized product available on the domestic market. South Korea’s EUA pathway is available once the KDCA and the MFDS determine the need for the pathway exists in response to a public health crisis, whereas the U.S. EUA pathway becomes available upon declaration of a public health emergency under section 564 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FD&C) Act by the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS). In the U.S., developers conduct their own performance evaluations and submit them directly to the FDA for review and authorization. In South Korea, test developers submit their EUA requests first to the KDCA. The KDCA reviews the developer’s performance data and manufacturing capabilities and can utilize its laboratories in the Infectious Disease Analysis Bureau to conduct their own clinical evaluation of a test. If the KDCA concludes that a test’s performance data (including those generated by the test developer and by the KDCA’s own analysis) meet the established EUA requirements, the agency forwards the documents to the MFDS with a request to issue an EUA. The MFDS reviews the documents and if all requirements for an EUA are met, the MFDS authorizes the test for emergency use.

Fourth, South Korea created a National Stockpile Plan for management and distribution of medical countermeasures after an H1N1 influenza outbreak in 2009. The KCDC identified 11 priority infectious diseases, based on their high mortality rates and rates of transmission, and established the Strategic National Stockpile to maintain stock of appropriate medical countermeasures, equipment, and other
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supplies for outbreaks of these diseases, including testing supplies. After the MERS outbreak in 2015, changes were introduced for real-time stockpiling management and plans were introduced to develop a five-year Strategic National Stockpile Plan. In January 2016, the KCDC established an Emergency Operations Center within their Center for Public Health Emergency Preparedness and Response (“the Center”), which collects and analyzes infectious disease information in real time and responds through an emergency reaction team. The Center’s Division of Resource Management is responsible for accumulating, stockpiling, and distributing medicine and medical supplies in response to infectious diseases, and coordinates with the Emergency Operations Center. Guidelines were developed for stockpiling, management, storage, and distribution of medication and other medical supplies. As local stockpiles are also maintained at all levels of government, a joint utilization system for sharing and mobilizing stockpiles was developed with regional partners. Fifth, the South Korean legislature amended the IDCPA in 2015 to allow relevant authorities to collect personal data on confirmed and suspected cases of an infection, during an infectious disease emergency, and to engender public trust by mandating disclosure of information to the public by central and local governments during a public health emergency.

IV. South Korea’s Development of Tests for COVID-19

In early January 2020, the South Korean government “placed a priority on early detection of the virus through preemptive laboratory diagnostic testing and strict epidemiological investigation.” The KDCA obtained the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) sequence of a novel virus from China sometime in late December 2019 to early January 2020, and immediately began developing a pan-coronavirus diagnostic test, which is designed to detect all types of coronavirus. In choosing to develop a pan-coronavirus test, the KDCA had applied the same test development strategy it used for the MERS outbreak in 2015. The
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test that the KDCA developed in January 2020, however, was difficult to use and took one to two days to obtain laboratory results, which the government determined was an unreasonable delay for confirmation of positive cases. As such, on January 10, 2020, the KDCA began developing a specific SARS-CoV-2 diagnostic test. On January 30, 2020, the KDCA finished developing their SARS-CoV-2 molecular diagnostic test by reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), which used a two-target protocol. The agency reported that results from the test could be obtained in six hours. The KDCA’s test was deployed to public testing agencies nationwide until commercial tests became available. In contrast to the FDA’s authorization of the CDC’s test for emergency use (as discussed in section V.A. of this report), it appears that the KDCA’s test was not authorized for emergency use by the MFDS. As described more fully below, the KDCA required labs to undergo a certification process and receive training in order to become a COVID-19 molecular diagnostic testing facility.

Concurrent with the KDCA’s development of a specific diagnostic test, commercial South Korean in vitro diagnostic (IVD) test developers on their own recognized the need to begin developing their own specific SARS-CoV-2 diagnostic tests. Several commercial test manufacturers had received investments from South Korea’s government for R&D of diagnostic test technology; the technologies developed through these investments gave domestic manufacturers the tools necessary to expeditiously develop a SARS-CoV-2 molecular diagnostic test with the expectation that they would do so to support government testing efforts.

On January 10, 2020, the full genome sequence of SARS-CoV-2 was published by the Global Initiative on Sharing All Influenza Data (GISAID), a global science initiative that provides open-access to genomic data of viruses. On January 13, 2020, the WHO published a protocol and preliminary evaluation for diagnostic detection of SARS-CoV-2 virus by real-time RT-PCR developed by Charité Virology in Berlin. South Korean test developer Kogene Biotech, one of the companies which received R&D
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investment from the MSIT for diagnostic tests.\textsuperscript{72} used the information published by the GISAID and the WHO to begin developing their own SARS-CoV-2 diagnostic test using a PCR method.\textsuperscript{73} On January 16, 2020, Seegene, another South Korean biotech firm, also began independently developing a SARS-CoV-2 diagnostic test by RT-PCR using the published genetic sequence.\textsuperscript{74} Seegene, like Kogene, did not have access to the actual virus, but the company was able to design its test by entering the published genetic sequence into its proprietary AI-based big data system.\textsuperscript{75}

While South Korean biotech companies independently began developing SARS-CoV-2 diagnostic RT-PCR tests, on January 16, 2020, the KSLM launched the COVID-19 Laboratory Response Task Force (LR-TF) to assist governmental clinical laboratories in analyzing COVID-19 diagnostic test results.\textsuperscript{76,77} The LR-TF met with the KDCA the following day to discuss ways to also begin using nongovernmental clinical laboratories to analyze diagnostic test results.\textsuperscript{78} The evaluation of commercial products is not part of the KDCA’s mandate, but it is conducted when necessary for response to infectious disease, as was the case for MERS and Zika. At the meeting, the KDCA and diagnostic testing specialists also reviewed the WHO’s recommended protocol, which was partially modified according to the domestic situation, and discussed how to expand the number of testing institutions in response to the increase in testing volume. The test method was disclosed to reagent manufacturers through a separate meeting. The two bodies agreed to cooperate on training laboratory personnel, implementing an external quality assessment program, and evaluating test kits submitted to the KDCA for EUA.

While the U.S. encouraged the development of tests by laboratories and commercial manufacturers for the diagnosis of SARS-CoV-2, the South Korean government chose not to rely on diagnostic tests developed by laboratories as part of their national strategy.\textsuperscript{79} Under normal circumstances, it is possible to use diagnostic tests developed by laboratories in South Korea in medical institutions, but in the case of COVID-19, such tests were not used. Instead, the South Korean government developed diagnostic testing
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\textsuperscript{77} As described above, the TTFED was established in the U.S. in 2019 and serves a similar function to the LR-TF by providing recommendations to laboratories for rapid implementation of tests after they have been authorized for use under FDA’s EUA authority. See Charter: Tri-Agency Task Force for Emergency Diagnostics, FDA, available at: https://www.fda.gov/media/120328/download#:~:text=The%20Tri%2DAgency%20Task%20Force%2C%20future%20emergency%20diagnostic%20response%20needs.


through public-private partnerships with commercial manufacturers. On January 27, 2020, the KDCA and the LR-TF held a conference with about 20 IVD commercial test manufacturers to request that they begin developing SARS-CoV-2 diagnostic testing kits in order to meet the government objective of providing testing nationwide. The KDCA stressed that the agency preferred use of the real time PCR test method, given the convenience of administering PCR tests and the relative speed with which results could be obtained (possibly in several hours instead of days). Further, to incentivize these manufacturers to begin developing diagnostic tests, they were informed that the government would set and purchase the necessary quantities of test kits in order for manufacturers to meet overhead during test review and production for any test authorized by the MFDS, South Korea’s FDA counterpart. In doing so, the South Korean government absorbed the financial risk of developing SARS-CoV-2 diagnostic tests. These steps to de-risk and incentivize product development, although later taken for vaccine development, were not taken early on for test development by the U.S. government.

V. Emergency Use Authorization of Tests

A. Emergency Use Authorization of Molecular Diagnostic Tests

On January 28, 2020, the KDCA issued a public notification requesting commercial test developers submit EUA requests for SARS-CoV-2 diagnostic tests using RT-PCR, and in that notification, published EUA submission requirements. The KDCA’s EUA requirements are based on performance equivalence with the KDCA’s diagnostic test method, with the performance criteria determined through an advisory meeting and then approved. The general expectations are similar to those in the U.S., but with some differences. For example, unlike South Korea’s MFDS, the FDA does not generally expect endogenous interference studies when an established nucleic acid extraction method is used, and generally waives most quality systems requirements for the duration of the EUA. In the case of COVID-19, consistent with its previously established approach, the KDCA leveraged patient specimens they had access to and used select civilian laboratories to conduct independent studies of test clinical performance, whereas the FDA generally expected test developers to conduct their own small clinical evaluations using synthetic viral material, inactivated viral material, live virus, or patient specimens (as no independent testing capability
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The FDA and the MFDS have similar analytical study and labeling expectations.

The following table compares the information generally reviewed for EUAs in South Korea\(^\text{87}\) and the U.S.\(^\text{88}\):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data</th>
<th>U.S.</th>
<th>South Korea</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quality system</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes (Korea Good Manufacturing Practice [KGMP] equivalent to International Organization for Standardization [ISO] 13485)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development history</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes (requires references)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement principles and methods</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes (requires references and requires two genes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raw materials and manufacturing methods</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control materials</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intended use</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reagent stability</td>
<td>Yes (may be completed post-authorization)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical sensitivity (Limit of Detection [LoD])</td>
<td>Yes (n=20; allowed use of synthetic RNA until viral RNA became available)</td>
<td>Yes (allowed use of synthetic RNA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical specificity (cross-reactivity)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical specificity (interference)</td>
<td>Depending on the results of cross-reactivity</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analytical specificity (inclusivity)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precision</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical performance data</td>
<td>Yes (n=30 conducted by manufacturer)</td>
<td>Yes (conducted by KDCA collaboration; data not shared with manufacturers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safety for personnel handling reagent</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The KDCA’s notification set the submission period to request EUA from January 28 to February 28, 2020. The individual developers submitted their products to the KDCA for clinical evaluation alongside their EUA applications with their own analytical data and manufacturing information. The KDCA, along with experts from the KSLM, conducted their own performance evaluation with clinical specimens. The KDCA reviewed the performance data from the test developers and the results of their own performance evaluations. For those tests that the KDCA recommended for emergency use authorization, the KDCA submitted the first EUA documents to the MFDS on February 3, 2020.

The MFDS reviewed the documents and issued the first EUA to Kogene Biotech on February 4, 2020, and the second EUA to Seegene on February 12, 2020. The MFDS authorized two additional RT-PCR molecular diagnostic tests for emergency use on February 27, 2020 from SD Biosensor and Solgent Co. On March 13, 2020, the MFDS issued an EUA to BioSewoom, the fifth test authorized for emergency use in South Korea. Three of these five companies (Kogene, Solgent, and SD Biosensor) had previously received R&D investment and support from the government in order to develop infectious disease test technology, which enabled these companies to rapidly develop the SARS-CoV-2 tests early in the pandemic. Also, none of these five tests used proprietary instruments or platforms, making them accessible to a variety of laboratories.

During South Korea’s initial EUA application submission period from January 28 to February 28, 2020, the KDCA received 64 applications and completed its review of 22 EUA applications by March 17, 2020. As described previously, at the KDCA’s recommendation, the MFDS issued EUAs to five test developers by mid-March 2020. Scholars have noted that by fast-tracking the authorization of test kits for COVID-19, “the government made a strategic decision to take swift action, even though doing so meant foregoing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison with the pre-approved reagent</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Labeling</td>
<td>Fact sheets, instructions for use, box labels, vial labels</td>
<td>Pictures of finished product (package and accessories), user manual</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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standard clinical trials aimed at quality assurance.” A member of the KSLM acknowledged the challenging balance of efficiently authorizing tests while assuring test quality, stating “[o]f course, a kit that’s approved in one week isn’t as good as one that goes through a year of clinical trials.”

In the U.S., the FDA issued the first EUA for a SARS-CoV-2 molecular diagnostic test to the CDC on February 4, 2020, one day after the FDA received the complete EUA submission from the CDC. Unlike in South Korea, at that time, the FDA accepted EUA requests from “all comers,” including laboratories, yet the FDA did not receive any additional complete EUA requests until the end of February 2020. On February 29, 2020, FDA issued an EUA to the New York State Department of Health (NYSDOH) Wadsworth Center, and Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT), a contract manufacturer, began distributing test kits to public and non-public health laboratories under the CDC’s EUA. A second manufacturer, LGC Biosearch, also began distributing test kits to these labs under the CDC’s EUA in early March 2020. On March 12 and 13, 2020, the FDA authorized commercial tests from Roche and Thermo Fisher (TF), respectively, both on the same day each EUA request submission was received by the FDA. Many of the traditional infectious disease test developers in the U.S. use proprietary instruments or platforms, which limits their use to laboratories that have those specific systems.

The FDA did not receive EUA requests from the developers of any of the first five tests authorized for emergency use by the MFDS until several weeks after the MFDS issued their EUAs, because they were serving the needs of the South Korean market. In addition, in South Korea, the KDCA oversaw one phase of evaluating test performance in support of an EUA application—the clinical evaluation—whereas in the U.S., test developers perform all evaluations themselves. The South Korean companies would have to perform the clinical evaluation of their tests themselves to support a U.S. EUA because they and the FDA did not have access to the clinical evaluation performed by the South Korean government. The FDA issued an EUA to Seegene on April 21, 2020; to SD Biosensor on April 23, 2020; to Solgent on May 21, 2020; to BioSewoom on July 9, 2020; and to Kogene on July 13, 2020.

In South Korea and the U.S., the EUA pathway is intended to, among other things, expedite access to accurate diagnostic tests during emergencies. It typically takes eight to 12 months to review and approve

100 Letter from FDA to NYSDOH dated March 10, 2020 (detailing authorization issued on February 29, 2020), available at: https://www.fda.gov/media/135661/download.
a medical device under the traditional pathway in South Korea. The first two EUA requests were reviewed and authorized by South Korea within days of receiving each application. In the U.S. during fiscal year 2019, review and approval or clearance of IVDs averaged eight months for the de novPATHWAY, 10-11 months for the premarket approval (PMA) pathway, and four months for the 510(k) premarket notification pathway. As of mid-March 2020, the FDA had reviewed and issued four EUAs for IVD molecular diagnostic tests in the U.S., each within one day of receiving the EUA submission and added two contract manufacturers to one of the EUAs.

In addition, in order to increase access to testing, on February 29, 2020, the FDA implemented a flexible policy for laboratories offering their own tests prior to EUA issuance but after notifying the FDA. As of March 15, 2020, almost 50 additional tests were being used for clinical testing under the FDA’s February 29, 2020 notification policy.

B. Emergency Use Authorization of Rapid Molecular Diagnostic Tests

In the U.S., the first rapid molecular diagnostic test authorized for emergency use at the point-of-care (such as doctors’ offices, pharmacies, nursing homes), Abbott’s ID Now, was authorized on March 27, 2020, and was capable of delivering test results in under 15 minutes.105 As the pandemic evolved, concerns grew in South Korea about the lack of rapid diagnostic tests available for patients in emergency settings. On June 11, 2020, the KDCA published a notice seeking EUA requests for the emergency use of rapid molecular diagnostics for COVID-19, specifically for the screening of patients in emergency settings.106 Thirteen EUA requests were received by the KDCA107 and on June 24, 2020, the MFDS issued EUAs to SML Genetree, BioSewoom, and LabGenomics for molecular diagnostic tests that take less than one hour from pre-treatment of samples to test results in order to quickly screen emergency patients.108 LabGenomic’s test was added to the export list by the MFDS on March 3, 2020 and the FDA issued an EUA for the test on April 29, 2020.109,110,111

C. Emergency Use Authorization of Antigen Tests

Antigen tests usually provide results of an active infection faster than molecular tests (as little as 15 minutes), but have a higher rate of false negatives.112 The FDA authorized the first SARS-CoV-2 antigen test for emergency use on May 8, 2020 and had authorized 11 antigen tests for emergency use as of late
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December 2020. South Korean healthcare experts warned that rapid diagnostic tests were too inaccurate, with the KSLM stating that historically “the sensitivity of antigen testing for influenza infection is 50-70 percent of that of PCR tests.” Six South Korean professional societies issued a joint statement warning “[i]t is very dangerous to introduce rapid diagnostic tests to detect COVID-19 during this global pandemic” because of low sensitivity in comparison to PCR tests. As of September 2020, South Korea had not approved or authorized for emergency use any antigen or antibody tests domestically. Ultimately, on November 11, 2020, the MFDS authorized for emergency use in South Korea the first rapid antigen test from SD Biosensor. This test is capable of producing results in 15 to 30 minutes.

D. Emergency Use Authorization of Antibody Tests

In the spring of 2020, the MFDS officials publicly stated antibody tests were too low in accuracy to meaningfully support South Korea’s pandemic response strategy. At this same time, the U.S. had announced a policy of enforcement discretion for developers to market or use their antibody tests without prior FDA review when those tests were validated and clearly labeled that they could not be used as the sole basis to diagnose or exclude active infection. The FDA adopted this policy to facilitate epidemiologic research; better understand whether the development of antibodies conveys immunity to reinfection and, if so, for how long; and determine whether these tests have clinical utility. The FDA, however, later revised this policy in response to concerns raised with the quality of such tests. The U.S. government established an independent testing capacity for serology tests, similar to that established in South Korea in January 2020 for diagnostic tests. Data from these evaluations informed FDA’s regulatory decisions—in addressing problematic tests on the market, as well as supporting authorizations of tests that performed well. The FDA issued the first EUA for a serology test on April 15, 2020 and had issued EUAs for
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serology tests as of January 5, 2021. On November 3, 2020, the MFDS authorized for emergency use in South Korea the first antibody test from SD Biosensor.

E. Continuous Monitoring of Test Performance

When South Korea activated its EUA program in January 2020, the KDCA proactively took steps to ensure the laboratories running the tests were producing accurate results. Specifically, the KDCA worked with the KEQAS to certify and designate laboratories, which already had certified laboratory excellence programs under the Korean Laboratory Accreditation Program, as COVID-19 molecular diagnostic testing facilities. In order to receive designation, interested laboratories were first required to evaluate a proficiency test panel comprised of six plasmid DNAs with varying concentrations and one negative control. On February 5, 2020, the panels were shipped to interested laboratories which already had accreditation under the Korean Laboratory Accreditation Program. The KEQAS designated laboratories as COVID-19 molecular testing facilities when they correctly reported test results from the proficiency test panel. The KDCA also coordinated with the KSLM to conduct mandatory technical training on standardized laboratory guidelines, and with several universities in South Korea to perform external quality assessments (EQA) of all designated laboratories. By February 6, 2020, the KEQAS had certified 46 out of the 47 interested non-governmental laboratories to begin COVID-19 molecular diagnostic testing; this number grew to 95 as of March 31, 2020. After certification, the EQAs were performed to ensure the accuracy of tests and to compare different processes. South Korea also purchases marketed tests and conducts additional performance evaluations.

In the U.S., the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) certifies laboratories and monitors laboratory operations, whereas the FDA monitors performance of the tests. As part of its monitoring efforts, the FDA created and distributed a reference panel to developers of authorized molecular diagnostics. The FDA analyzes results and posts them online; these results provide insight into the
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relative performance of different molecular diagnostic tests under an EUA. For serology tests, FDA partnered with the CDC and the National Institutes of Health (NIH) to establish a capacity within the U.S. government to independently evaluate the tests themselves. As described previously, the FDA analyzes results and posts them online.

VI. South Korea’s National Strategy

South Korea quickly designed and implemented a comprehensive, government-led core strategy comprised of three elements: testing, tracing, and treatment (3Ts). Their COVID-19 response strategy sought to “prevent the spread of the disease, protect public health, keep the society and economy open, and thereby allow daily life to continue.” South Korea has asserted that the “core of Korea’s COVID-19 response lies in its robust laboratory diagnostic testing capability.” To implement this strategy, as soon as the first molecular diagnostic tests were authorized for emergency use on February 4, 2020, South Korea leveraged the available diagnostic tests and public-private partnerships into a federally-coordinated, nationwide testing effort. Specifically, the central government collaborated closely with state governments and the private sector to establish testing locations and to implement standardized testing procedures.

A. Testing by the Numbers

The first test kits under EUA were distributed February 7, 2020 to private medical institutions. Manufacturers which were granted an EUA began selling their diagnostic test kits directly to public and private hospitals and treatment centers where large-scale testing was to be completed. Also on February 7, 2020, the Ministry of Health and Welfare, the South Korea counterpart to the U.S. HHS, announced a reimbursement scheme for diagnostic tests. As of December 20, 2020, the South Korean government had performed 3,683,094 tests within its borders, with a population of 51 million. With slightly over 51,000 confirmed positive cases, South Korea had a 1.4 percent positivity rate. The U.S., by comparison, has a population of 328.8 million and had performed over 234 million tests as of late December 2020. With over 18 million confirmed positive cases, the U.S. had a positivity rate of around
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143 The number of SARS-CoV-2 diagnostic tests conducted in the U.S. reflects repeat testing, including for employees working in laboratories and healthcare whose employers have required regular testing as part of job fitness. “The COVID Tracking Project,” The Atlantic, updated regularly, available at: https://covidtracking.com/.
7 percent (the positivity rate for daily new cases reached a high of 20 percent in April 2020).\textsuperscript{144,145} The number of different tests the two countries relied upon is remarkably different. At the end of November 2020, South Korea had authorized approximately two dozen diagnostic tests,\textsuperscript{146} whereas the U.S. had authorized over 200,\textsuperscript{147} in addition to receiving over 400 notifications from laboratories offering their diagnostic tests prior to EUA issuance.

\textbf{B. Guidelines for Laboratories}

On September 1, 2020, the COVID-19 Diagnosis Test Management Committee\textsuperscript{148} published “Guidelines for the Laboratory Diagnosis of COVID-19 in Korea and Q&A for COVID-19 Laboratory Diagnosis,” aimed at establishing and managing COVID-19 diagnoses in hospital laboratories and commercial laboratory centers.\textsuperscript{149} The guidelines explain that all diagnostic test kits marketable in South Korea as of September 2020 are capable of detecting two or more genes.\textsuperscript{150} Some manufacturers, however, have interpreted detection of only one gene to be a COVID-19 positive result.\textsuperscript{151} The guidelines recommend declaring a positive result only when all genes are detected; when only one gene is detected, retesting or consulting the reference laboratory is recommended.\textsuperscript{152} All clinical laboratories are advised to transfer their test results and all positive specimens to the KDCA.\textsuperscript{153} Further, clinical laboratories are recommended to not use the following: (1) methods other than real-time RT-PCR, (2) laboratory-developed tests, and (3) reagents not authorized for emergency use as a diagnostic.\textsuperscript{154}

\textbf{C. Testing Locations}

The network of testing locations in South Korea was initially comprised of private medical institutions and the KDCA, but quickly expanded to include research institutes and quarantine stations.\textsuperscript{155} The number of institutions with on-site COVID-19 diagnostic testing grew from 118 by April 24, 2020, to 146 by August 10, 2020, to 599 by September 22, 2020 (including the KDCA, National Quarantine Stations, the Research Institutes for Public Health and Environment, the Armed Forces Medical Science Research Institute, civil hospitals, and referral laboratories).\textsuperscript{156} Private facilities with historically high traffic, such
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as coffee shops and fast food restaurants, also set up testing facilities in coordination with the central government. Three types of testing facilities were designed: screening stations (in hospital emergency rooms and outside venues to screen visitors and patients before entering hospitals); drive-through screening stations (screening of travel history and symptoms, fever check, and specimen collection performed through the window without the subject leaving the car); and walk-through screening stations (for those without a car or living in regions prone to bad weather, utilizing a portable booth to separate medical staff from suspected cases). On average, screening stations are capable of conducting two tests per hour and drive-through stations are capable of conducting six per hour; both types of stations are open 10 hours per day.

Throughout the pandemic, South Korea has also mandated nationwide diagnostic testing as necessary based on evolving factors. On March 22, 2020, they began requiring mandatory testing within three days for all arrivals from COVID-19 hot spots (mainly from Europe), to be conducted at airports and government-identified facilities. On April 15, 2020, this mandatory testing requirement was expanded to travelers from the U.S., and on May 11, 2020, expanded again to include all inbound travelers worldwide. Through amendment of South Korea’s IDCPA in early 2020, civil money penalties may be imposed against a suspected person with COVID-19 who refuses to take a diagnostic test ordered by health authorities.

The South Korean government covers all costs associated with receiving a COVID-19 diagnostic test.

D. Tracing through use of Information Technology Systems

The tracing component of South Korea’s 3Ts strategy was built on information technology systems and a self-quarantine program. For example, the Epidemiological Investigation Support System collects and
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analyzes personal data, including credit card transactions, CCTV footage, and mobile phone GPS data for up to 14 days on confirmed cases to quickly identify paths and modes of transmission. As described previously, the authority to collect personal data on confirmed and suspected cases comes from an amendment to the IDCPA in 2015, following lessons learned from MERS in 2015. After citizens expressed concern about data privacy invasions, the government asserted that the data are accessible only to essential personnel and are deleted after 14 days. The government reported that automating the systems necessary for tracing has reduced the time required to analyze data from 24 hours per case to 10 minutes.

E. Self-quarantine Program

Testing has been an effective tool for South Korea to contain the COVID-19 outbreak because it has been combined with other important measures. South Korea’s expansive diagnostic testing and tracing supported a self-quarantine program, which, along with mask wearing, social distancing, selective, temporary business closures, and an effective communications strategy helped contain the spread of COVID-19 in South Korea. Under the self-quarantine program, all suspected and probable cases of COVID-19 are subject to 14-day self-quarantine. Each person under self-quarantine receives an official “Notice of Isolation/Quarantine,” an assigned case officer to monitor twice per day for symptoms, access to the Self-Quarantine Safety Protection App, and random onsite inspections. Under the IDCPA amended in 2020, violators of self-quarantine are subject to imprisonment. The violation rate has been less than 0.2 percent. As of September 22, 2020, 686,198 cases had been placed under self-quarantine, and only 1,139 of those were identified to have violated the requirements of self-quarantine.
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South Korea also attributes its successful pandemic response to the active participation of its citizens. In order to encourage voluntary participation with the 3Ts response strategy, South Korea established four societal principles: (1) openness – keep borders and society open without blanket entry ban and mandatory lockdown measures; (2) transparency – full and prompt disclosure of data on global and domestic COVID-19 trends, along with information about government decisions and strategies; (3) civic engagement – implementing policies based on clear communication and citizen participation; and (4) innovativeness – embracing creative problem-solving and resilient and flexible responses. Each amendment to the IDCPA, described previously, reflected these four societal principles and provided tools for South Korea to design an adequate COVID-19 response. An amendment to the Government Organization Act in August 2020 also engendered public trust by transferring pandemic response decision-making from the President of South Korea to the public health experts, which was demanded by the public in March 2020.
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Appendix A: Timeline for South Korean Response to COVID-19

- December 31, 2019: An outbreak of pneumonia of unknown etiology in Wuhan City, China, is initially reported to the World Health Organization (WHO).182
- Late December 2019 to early January 2020: The KDCA obtains the DNA sequence of SARS-CoV-2 from China and began developing a pan-coronavirus diagnostic test, which is designed to detect all types of coronavirus.
- January 3, 2020: The Minister of Health and Welfare adjusts the National Infectious Disease Risk Alert to “Level 1.” The KDCA forms the Countermeasures Team for Unidentified Pneumonia Outbreak in Wuhan, China.
- January 9, 2020: With the DNA sequence obtained from China, the KDCA completes COVID-19 pan-coronavirus testing method. The test is difficult to use and takes one to two days to obtain results.
- January 10, 2020: Given the difficulty and delay in results with using the pan-coronavirus test, the KDCA begins developing a specific SARS-CoV-2 test.
- January 10, 2020: The GISAID publishes the full genome sequence of SARS-CoV-2. Without assistance from the KDCA, private test developers in South Korea use the genome sequence to begin developing SARS-CoV-2 molecular diagnostic tests.
- January 13, 2020: The WHO publishes the protocol and preliminary evaluation for diagnostic detection of SARS-CoV-2 virus by real-time RT-PCR, developed by Charité Virology in Berlin, Germany.
- January 16, 2020: The KSLM launches the LR-TF to assist clinical laboratories in establishing diagnostic testing.
- January 17, 2020: The KDCA and the KSLM meet to discuss ways to expand diagnostic testing by non-governmental clinical laboratories. They agree to cooperate on training laboratory personnel, implementing an external quality assessment program, and evaluating test kits submitted to the KDCA for EUA. The KSLM and the KEQAS agree to provide “civilian experts” to evaluate the clinical performance of each diagnostic test submitted through an EUA request.
- January 20, 2020: South Korea reports first its confirmed case. The National Infectious Disease Risk Alert level is raised to “Level 2.” The Central Disease Control Headquarters begins operation.
- January 27, 2020: The South Korea National Infectious Disease Risk Alert level is raised to “Level 3.” The Central Disaster Management Headquarters begins operation. The KDCA holds a briefing session with 20 private IVD test manufacturers on development of diagnostic reagents and testing kits. The KDCA provides these developers with EUA timelines, stresses that the PCR method is preferred, and assures them that the government will purchase minimum quantities of tests necessary to meet their overhead.
- January 28, 2020: The KDCA issues a public notification requesting that test developers submit EUA applications for the emergency use of genetic testing reagents by RT-PCR to diagnose COVID-19. The notification includes EUA submission requirements and sets the initial submission period to request an EUA for diagnostic tests from January 28 to February 28, 2020.
- January 29, 2020: Private test developers submit to the KDCA the first EUA requests for SARS-CoV-2 molecular diagnostic tests.
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• January 30, 2020: South Korea expands nationwide COVID-19 testing method to public testing agencies.
• January 31, 2020: The KDCA finishes developing their SARS-CoV-2 molecular diagnostic test by RT-PCR, which can obtain results in six hours. The test is designed with a two-target protocol.
• February 3, 2020: The KDCA completes its review of the first EUA requests of SARS-CoV-2 molecular diagnostic tests and submits its recommendations for EUA issuance to the MFDS.
• February 4, 2020: The MFDS authorizes the first SARS-CoV-2 molecular diagnostic test for emergency use from Kogene Biotech.
• February 5, 2020: The KDCA and the KEQAS ships proficiency test panels to South Korea laboratories which are interested in receiving certification and designation as COVID-19 molecular testing facilities, and which already have accreditation under the Korean Laboratory Accreditation Program.
• February 6, 2020: The KEQAS has certified 46 out of the 47 interested South Korea non-governmental laboratories to begin COVID-19 molecular diagnostic testing.
• February 7, 2020: Test kits under EUA are shipped nationwide to private medical institutions to begin government-coordinated COVID-19 testing.
• February 12, 2020: The MFDS authorizes the second SARS-CoV-2 molecular diagnostic test for emergency use from Seegene. The test uses a three-gene protocol and a different dye from the test developed by the KDCA.
• February 23, 2020: The South Korea National Infectious Disease Risk Alert level is raised to “Level 4 (Highest).” The Central Disaster and Safety Countermeasure Headquarters begins operation. Drive-through screening starts.
• February 27, 2020: The MFDS authorizes the third and fourth SARS-CoV-2 molecular diagnostic tests for emergency use from SD Biosensor and Solgent Co.
• February 28, 2020: The initial period to submit EUA requests to KDCA closes. During this period from January 28 to February 28, the KDCA receives 64 EUA requests.
• March 7, 2020: The Self-Quarantine Safety Protection App is launched to connect confirmed and suspected cases under quarantine with case managers and to track symptoms.
• March 13, 2020: The MFDS authorizes the fifth SARS-CoV-2 molecular diagnostic test for emergency use from BioSewoom.
• March 22, 2020: South Korea mandates diagnostic testing for all arrivals from COVID-19 hot spots.
• March 31, 2020: The KEQAS has certified 95 interested non-governmental laboratories to begin COVID-19 molecular diagnostic testing.
• From mid-March to mid-April 2020: South Korea confirms an additional 2,000 cases of COVID-19. The U.S. confirms an additional 200,000 cases.
• Early April 2020: Numerous sources internationally report that South Korea has successfully “flattened the curve” of COVID-19 (i.e., slowed down the spread of a virus to prevent a spike in people getting sick, which would have the potential to overwhelm healthcare systems and workers).
• April 21, 2020: The FDA authorizes for emergency use the SARS-CoV-2 molecular diagnostic test from South Korea test developer Seegene.
• April 23, 2020: The FDA authorizes for emergency use the SARS-CoV-2 molecular diagnostic test from South Korea test developer SD Biosensor.
• April 24, 2020: 118 private and public medical institutions in South Korea have on-site COVID-19 diagnostic testing.
• April 29, 2020: The FDA authorizes for emergency use the SARS-CoV-2 molecular diagnostic test from South Korea test developer LabGenomics.
• May 11, 2020: South Korea mandates all arrivals undergo testing for COVID-19.
• May 21, 2020: The FDA authorizes for emergency use the SARS-CoV-2 molecular diagnostic test from South Korea test developer Solgent.
• June 11, 2020: The KDCA publishes a notice seeking EUA requests for the emergency use of rapid diagnostic reagents for COVID-19, specifically for the screening of patients in emergency settings.
• June 24, 2020: The MFDS issues EUA to SML Genetree, BioSewoom, and LabGenomics for three COVID-19 molecular diagnostic reagents which take less than one hour from pre-treatment of samples to test results in order to quickly screen emergency patients.
• July 9, 2020: The FDA authorizes for emergency use the SARS-CoV-2 molecular diagnostic test from South Korea test developer BioSewoom.
• July 13, 2020: The FDA authorizes for emergency use the SARS-CoV-2 molecular diagnostic test from South Korea test developer Kogene.
• August 10, 2020: 146 private and public medical institutions in South Korea have on-site COVID-19 diagnostic testing.
• September 1, 2020: The Committee for Laboratory Diagnosis Management, established by KDCA and KSLM, publishes “Guidelines for the Laboratory Diagnosis of COVID-19 in Korea and Q&A for COVID-19 Laboratory Diagnosis,” aimed at establishing and managing COVID-19 diagnoses in hospital laboratories and commercial laboratory centers.
• September 12, 2020: By amendment of South Korea’s Government Organization Act, the KDCA becomes a standalone agency in order to promote greater authority and autonomy as the control tower for infectious disease control.
• September 22, 2020: 599 private and public medical institutions in South Korea have on-site COVID-19 diagnostic testing.
• As of September 22, 2020: 686,198 confirmed and suspected cases of COVID-19 in South Korea have been placed under self-quarantine. The majority of persons placed under self-quarantine have been suspected cases, defined by South Korea as persons suspected of having the pathogen enter his/her body, but in the stage before being identified as a confirmed case. 1,139 have been identified to have violated the requirements of self-quarantine.
• As of September 2020: South Korea test manufacturers are producing test kits capable of performing 90,000 diagnostic tests per day.
• As of September 24, 2020: The MFDS has authorized for emergency use 16 real-time RT-PCR IVD tests, seven for traditional screening and nine for rapid detection in one hour in emergency rooms only.
• November 3, 2020: The MFDS authorizes for emergency use the first antibody test from SD Biosensor.
• November 11, 2020: The MFDS authorizes for emergency use the first rapid antigen test from SD Biosensor. This test is capable of producing results in 15 to 30 minutes.
• As of late November: The MFDS has authorized for emergency use in South Korea approximately two dozen COVID-19 diagnostic tests.
As of November 27, 2020: The MFDS has authorized an additional six SARS-CoV-2 molecular diagnostic tests for emergency use.

As of late December 2020: South Korea has performed over 3.68 million tests within its borders and has confirmed approximately 51,000 cases of COVID-19 (population of 51 million).